man. 'It is very nice and honest of you to tell me that Barrie Housman has refused to sit/ he wrote, 'because I now shall also refuse, demurs as I warned you/ Shaw, however, made light of the difficulties Barrie was raising; he would see Barrie and get him to waive his objections. Then came a card, 'I dined with Barrie last night. It is all right. He will pose.5 Then Barrie wrote:
Dear Rothenstein,
I am very sorry to be the cause of trouble in the matter. Of course, I know quite well that Shaw is the last person in the world intentionally to misinterpret anything and I am as confident that you are as incapable of misrepresenting the situation to him. But all I said to him was that if Housman came into it I would feel a curmudgeon to stand out, and this is still my position. You spoke of him having told Housman that you could use an old sketch of him, and if he makes no objection to that I'll join in with pleasure. I just want t6 be sure that I am keeping my word to him.
But all this had become tiresome and complicated, and I dropped the project, to Mrs Hardy's disappointment. Gosse was indignant, and wrote:
My dear Rothenstein,
This will never do! You 'must not lose heart so suddenly. Remember:
 1.	This is your picture, not B's or H's. Anybody may look
at a King, and make an impression of a public scene.
 2.	If you run counter to the vanity of one man and the
weakness of a second, how about the eight (just persons!)
who are sympathetic and eager to help? Why should you
snub eight by yielding to two?
 3.	Unless I am mistaken you are already in possession of
numerous studies of A. E. H. Why not use them? He will
enjoy being able to say, 'Really, you know, I did not stand
for this portrait/
 4.	Why indulge the vanity of Barrie? If you proposed to
paint a monumental picture of Barrie alone, at night, in
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